
I N T E R N A T I O N A L C O M M I T T E E

OF THE RED C R O S S

Repatriation of Prisoners of War
in the Middle East

At the request of the Israel and Syrian Governments, the ICRC,
on 1 and 6 June 1974, repatriated wounded and able-bodied prisoners
of war of both countries *. The Swiss Government made three aircraft
available for the operations.

On 1 June, thirty-eight wounded prisoners of war returned to their
respective countries in two aircraft which took off simultaneously from
Tel Aviv and Damascus. One aircraft brought twenty-five Syrian
prisoners of war and one Moroccan back to Syria, while the other took
twelve Israeli prisoners of war back to Israel. The wounded were
escorted by two ICRC teams, each composed of a doctor, a delegate
and a nurse.

On 6 June, the ICRC proceeded to the second phase of the operation
and repatriated a total of 438 able-bodied prisoners of war by means
of three aircraft.

Two aircraft took off from Tel Aviv for Damascus, one with 345
and the other with thirty-seven passengers, i.e. a total of 382 prisoners
of war (367 Syrians, ten Iraqis and five Moroccans). At the same time,
a third aircraft left Damascus for Israel with fifty-six Israeli prisoners
of war. Each aircraft carried a delegate and a doctor.

* *

Two members of the ICRC staff, Mr. A. Modoux, Head of the
Press and Information Division, and Miss F. Bory, ICRC press
attache", sent us the following reports of the repatriation operations.

1 Plate.
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Repatriation of wounded prisoners of war

Inside the ambulance, eight men clad in green pyjamas answer
" Present " as the ICRC delegate reads out their names from a
nominal roll. They and eighteen other wounded men will be back
in their own country today, on this morning of 1 June 1974, under
ICRC arrangements, made at the request of the Syrian and Israeli
authorities, for the repatriation of 38 Israeli, Syrian and Moroccan
wounded prisoners of war. This operation will be carried out with
stop-watch timing, by means of two aircraft which the Swiss Federal
authorities have put at the disposal of the ICRC.

At Ben Gurion airport near Te] Aviv, the Red Cross DC6 awaits
take-off time with its engines ready. Barriers under strong military
guard have been placed all around the plane, and inside it the Red
Cross doctor and nurse are putting the finishing touches to their
preparations. Two stretchers have been put into it to accommodate
two legless prisoners, and blankets, pillows and coffee are ready
for all the repatriates.

The head of the delegation enters the pilot's cockpit. Personal
particulars of the repatriates, already checked in the ambulances,
are rechecked on board the plane; for the list of prisoners on board
has to be radioed to the other party before the take-off, and
departure may not take place before contact has been established
between the two planes through the ICRC radio station at Amman.
Transmission starts in the stifling cabin: " ICRC 303 calling. . .".
The list of Israeli prisoners comes through perfectly but the contact
is suddenly cut off. Without losing a second the pilot tries to find
the frequency again and transmits in Morse to be more readily
understood; but he cannot get through. Fortunately, a few days
before, the ICRC delegate had perfected elaborate precautions to
ensure the success of the operation, including an emergency pro-
cedure to fit this case. In accordance with this, the list of Syrian
prisoners reaches Damascus—via Switzerland !

At exactly 0800 hours GMT the DC6 takes off from Ben Gurion
airport and at the same moment the second Red Cross plane, a
Fokker Friendship, leaves the runway at Damascus. The two air-
craft pass each other in flight, and a little more than one hour later
each touches down in its passengers' home country.

At Ben Gurion airport, the long awaited Fokker plane travels
slowly towards us along the runway, and as its door opens the
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atmosphere is charged with emotion. Red Cross delegates and
important military and civilian officials go aboard at once. Then the
first of the prisoners appears, smiling broadly, and is quickly sur-
rounded by a mob of people surging round him. Twelve ambulances
waiting a few yards away drive off as soon as the wounded men
have taken place inside.

The operation is over, and already medical equipment is being
unloaded from the plane and mechanics are busy working on it.
Confirmation comes through that the DC6 has also landed safely
in Syria.

Israeli prisoners of war

" His son. He's never seen him before . . ."
The man clasping a six-month old child in his arms is one of the

56 Israeli prisoners of war repatriated from Syria by the ICRC
on 6 June 1974.

An hour earlier, at Damascus Airport, he had taken his place in
the ICRC's DC6 plane, after eight months of captivity. The
repatriation of the Israeli POWs was linked to that of 382 Syrians,
who embarked at Tel Aviv, at the very same time as the Israelis,
in an ICRC Jumbo Jet and a Fokker Friendship.

The families of the long-awaited POWs disembark from scores
of buses at the edge of the runways at Ben Gurion Airport. The
aircraft has hardly stopped before the crowd rushes towards it,
almost sweeping away the guards. As soon as the returning prisoners
descend the gangway they are mobbed by their family and friends.
There is a clamour of shouted names as repatriates are recognized.

The crowd round the Red Cross plane slowly melts away, and
the newly-reunited families move off towards the buses, still
chatting, but more quietly. The runways are littered with flowers,
as the excitement dies down.

But for the ICRC the day is not over. Two of its delegates are
due to land on the Golan Heights, by helicopter, to carry out a
sadder mission than that of this morning, for Syrians and Israelis
will be exchanging the mortal remains of soldiers killed in action.

F.B.
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Syrian, Iraqi and Moroccan prisoners of war

At 0400 hours ten buses with 382 Syrian, Iraqi and Moroccan
prisoners of war leave the Israeli camps at Meggido and Atlit. Dawn
breaks. The hope of freedom grows in these men, captured eight
months ago during the October War. The dreary sadness of intern-
ment is over, and the joy of homecoming is felt.

On arrival at Ben Gurion Airport, Tel Aviv, the ten buses line
up near the Jumbo Jet chartered by the ICRC. Behind it stands the
tiny Fokker Friendship. The two planes are parked nearly a kilo-
metre from the airport buildings and are shortly to repatriate the
Arab prisoners, whilst at Damascus a third Swiss plane, a DC6,
painted in the Red Cross colours, like the other two, is ready to
repatriate the 56 Israeli POWs in Syrian hands.

At 0615 hours a motor convoy displaying the ICRC emblem
enters Ben Gurion Airport under the escort of a high-ranking
Israeli officer. The convoy reaches the planes and buses after going
through various check points set up along the runway on which
they are parked. Immediately on arrival, two delegates, each
accompanied by an Israeli liaison officer, proceed with the roll-call
of the prisoners. To facilitate this, eight of the buses contain
40 POWs each, the ninth contains 37 men—the maximum capacity
of the Fokker plane—and the tenth contains the remaining 25 men.

The identity check is over by 0700 hours: " All present ", and
embarkation starts. It is a slow business, for as each bus empties
in turn, the ICRC delegate must count the men emerging from it.
Once they get inside the Jumbo Jet they will be out of their
captors' hands and in the care of the ICRC.

Once inside the plane, joy breaks out, but the ICRC delegates
seem tense. For them the most difficult part of the operation is yet
to come. They have to make radio contact with their fellow-
delegates in Damascus to confirm that the list of passengers on
board matches exactly the list of POWs communicated to the
Syrian authorities, and then receive from Damascus similar con-
firmation of the number and details of the POWs who have em-
barked on the DC6. The ICRC delegates are solely responsible to
the national authorities concerned for this operation, and permission
for the planes to take off depends on them. Radio communication is
established between Damascus and Tel Aviv and brief but reassur-
ing messages exchanged. The procedure organized a few days
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Coming from Damascus in an ICRC aircraft, wounded...

Photo M. Vaterlaus/ICRC
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... and able-bodied Israeli soldiers land at Tel Aviv...

Photo M. Vaterlaus/ICRC



... while Iraqi, Syrian and Moroccan soldiers are flown from Israel in another ICRC
aircraft...

Photo J. J. Kurz/ICRC



.. to Damascus.

Photo J. J. Kurz/ICRC
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previously with the precision of a chronometer works perfectly.
All passengers have embarked. The three planes are free to take off.

Halfway through the flight, shortly before Beirut, there is a
loud-speaker announcement that in a few seconds the Jumbo Jet
from Tel Aviv and the DC6 from Damascus will pass each other.
There is a rush to the windows, and after a few seconds the 345
Syrians see the DC6 carrying 56 Israelis disappear into the distance.
A few minutes later, the pilot announces that the plane has just
entered Syrian air space. The landing at Damascus marks the end
of an extraordinary experience, for the plane's crew as much as for
its passengers, who are joyfully greeted by a huge throng at the
airport.

A.M.
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